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Abstract: The aim of this article is to discuss the formation of toponyms derived 
from ethnonyms in the southern part of Lithuania, known as Southern Aukštaitija 
(‘Southern Highlands’). This semantic group of toponyms differs from base words 
in both characteristic and meaning. The research of ethnonymic-origin toponyms 
reveals the ways in which proper names reflect the worldview of the inhabitants of 
the region.
The material for the article was collected from the Geoinformation Database 
of Lithuanian Toponyms. To explain the origin of toponyms with reference to 
base words, the Dictionary of Lithuanian Surnames and the Dictionary of the 
Lithuanian Language were used. This research focuses on word formation based on 
the structural-grammatical classification of hydronyms developed by Lithuanian 
linguist and etymologist Aleksandras Vanagas. Each group of ethnonymic-origin 
toponyms studied is divided into primary and secondary toponyms, with the latter 
category split further into derivatives, composites, and compounds. 
Keywords: ethnonym, toponym, primary and secondary toponym of ethnonymic 
origin.

Introduction
The science of onomastics is developing very rapidly in Lithuania, with toponym 

dictionaries and databases providing access to this diverse information. Consequently, 
the number of researched areas has also increased, revealing the formation of cer-
tain toponym categories and semantic groups, their metaphorization, as well as the 
pragmatic elements of toponym use. Proper words are studied both diachronically 
and synchronically, using traditional research methods alongside new approaches. 
Multi-faceted toponym research methods help identify the relationship between 
proper words used in a certain region and the worldview of its current or former inhab-
itants (cf. Boc-Sînmărghiţan 2008: 37).

Due to many dialectal variations across the country, the toponym studies carried 
out in Lithuania are of regional nature. Lithuanian dialects have developed over many 
centuries as a result of both the internal development of the language and certain exter-
nal factors. The two largest and most divergent dialects of the Lithuanian language are 
the Žemaitian (also known as Samogitian) and the Aukštaitian. Lithuania’s dialectal 
areas roughly coincide with the main ethnographic regions: the Dzūkians (Southern 
Aukštaitians), the Suvalkians (Western Aukštaitians), the Eastern Aukštaitians and 
the Žemaitians. Compared to other languages, the division of Lithuanian into smaller 
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dialects is rather broad since the country’s population has in the past been predomi-
nantly rural, leading settled lives with little or no contact with people from more distant 
places (cf. www.vle.lt).

The article focuses on the toponyms used in the southern part of Lithuania, 
known as Southern Aukštaitija (“Southern Highlands”). Various place names derived 
from ethnonyms will be analysed, aiming to investigate the ethnic groups living in the 
area. The article will discuss the formation of one particular semantic group, i.e. the 
toponyms of ethnonymic origin and their classification. Ethnonym is a part of lexis 
denoting a person’s relationship with his or her environment. Ethnonyms are common 
nouns although some researchers consider them to be closely related to proper nouns.1

The object of the article is toponyms of ethnonymic origin in the region of 
Southern Aukštaitija.

Regional surveys of Lithuanian toponyms are being carried out on a regular basis 
and the onomastic data obtained during these studies help researchers identify the 
external causes of various linguistic phenomena, bringing them closer to the ethnic 
and linguistic-genetic research (cf. Lauciutė 1988: 56). The studies of toponyms car-
ried out in different territories not only reveal certain linguistic, formative and other 
aspects of their origin, but they can also provide valuable historical, ethnic, and social 
information. Archaeologists, historians, cultural scientists, and other researchers regu-
larly conduct linguistic studies of toponymy because toponyms are “some of the most 
important and extraordinary pieces of evidence of human environmental knowledge 
and its victory over nature. It is a very specific inventory of landscapes and objects. 
Spending longer periods of time in various places meant that humans have left indel-
ible footprints – toponyms – everywhere” (Vanagas 2002: 6).

The number of onomastics studies in Lithuania continues to rise. However, there 
are not many studies discussing areal toponomy or the methods of its formation. Very 
often research in this area either focuses on a single class of toponyms, the analysis of 
one method of formation, or a review of the toponyms found across the whole coun-
try. It is worth mentioning Ilona Mickienė’s doctoral thesis Formation of toponyms in 
Telšiai district (2001), Renata Endzelytė’s doctoral thesis Toponyms of Northern and 
Central Lithuania (2005), Nerija Bartkutė’s   doctoral thesis Toponymy of Joniškis district: 
Formation and derivation tendencies (2008), Dalia Sviderskienė’s study Tendencies in the 
origin and formation of place names in Marijampolė district (2005), Jonas Palionis’s book 
Personal and place names of the Punia parish in the second half of the 17th century (Palionis 
2003) and the article Oikonyms of the parish of Nemajūnai and their development in the 

1 Ethnonyms, national names, names of nations, tribes and other ethnic communities. 
Some scientists consider ethnonyms to be proper nouns, while others believe they should be 
classed as common nouns. Due to this difference of opinion, some linguists (e.g. English, Polish, 
Dutch, French) capitalise ethnonyms, while others (Spanish, Lithuanian, Russian, Finnish) 
write them in lower case. <...> Baltic ethnonyms have been studied by K. Būga, J. Endzelīnas, 
V. Mažiulis, A. Salys, J. S. Otrębskis, V. Toporovas, and A. Vanagas (www.vle.lt). 
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19th century (2012), as well as Ilona Mickienė and Gabija Bankauskaitė-Sereikienė’s 
research Toponymy of Labūnava region: Linguistic insights, carried out in 2012.

The data for the article were collected from the Geoinformation Database of 
Lithuanian Toponyms2, which contains the place names collected from the Lithuanian 
Place Names Questionnaires (1935–1937). The names of Lithuania’s towns and vil-
lages were uploaded to the database from the Centre of Registers3, while the names 
of geoobjects were obtained from the State Enterprise GIS-Centras4 which pro-
vided georeferenced data. The study was conducted based on 136 toponyms from 18 
Southern Aukštaitija municipalities: Alytus, Krokialaukis, Miroslavas, Simnas (Alytus 
district), Marcinkonys (Varėna district), Leipalingis, Viečiūnai (Druskininkai munici-
pality), Kapčiamiestis, Kučiūnai, Lazdijai, Seirijai, Šeštokai, Šlavantai, Teiziai, Veisiejai 
(Lazdijai district), Kalesninkai (Šalčininkai district), Trakai, and Old Trakai (Trakai 
district). The ethnonymic-origin toponyms are discussed in the onomastic context 
which helps reveal the ethnic composition of both permanent and temporary popula-
tions within the region studied.

When discussing the toponyms of Southern Aukštaitija, Lithuanian linguis-
tics has traditionally understood the origins of local names as the source of the same 
toponymic lexemes (cf. Vanagas 1981). In order to determine the origin of a partic-
ular toponym by the base word, researchers regularly referred to the Dictionary of 
Lithuanian Surnames and the Dictionary of the Lithuanian Language (Keinys 2017). 
Based on the object being named, toponyms were divided into (1) feature names 
(hydronyms, oronyms and places of natural habitation growth) and (2) habitation 
names (oikonyms), i.e. cities, towns, villages, homesteads, former manors. Out of the 
above categories, mostly oikonyms, oronyms, and places of natural habitation growth 
were found during the analysis of Southern Aukštaitija’s toponyms plus one hydro-
nym (limnonym). The feature names included names of mountains, fields, arable land, 
meadows, pastures, forests, clearings, valleys, gravel pits, roads, paths, bushes, and oth-
ers. The names of mountains and other relief features are called oronyms; the names of 
forests are called drymonyms, the names of fields and pastures are called agronyms; the 
names of swamps and bogs are called helonyms; the names of paths, tracks and roads 
are called hodonyms, while the names of lakes are called limnonyms. Most of Southern 
Aukštaitija’s toponyms derived from ethnonyms were agronyms, helonyms, oronyms, 
drymonyms, oikonyms, hodonyms, and limnonyms.

All toponyms within this study were analysed from their origin perspective, based 
on the structural-grammatical classification of Lithuanian linguist and etymologist 

2 The Geoinformation Database of Lithuanian Toponyms. 2015. http://lkiis.lki.lt/lietu-
vos-vietovardziu-geoinformacine-duomenu-baze (accessed on May 20, 2018).

3 The State Enterprise Centre of Registers is Lithuania’s main public data manager.
4 The National Center for Remote Sensing and Geoinformatics GIS-Centras is responsible 

for managing and developing the Lithuanian spatial information portal (www.geoportal.lt) and 
the state georeferenced cadastre, as well as managing the state georeferenced spatial datasets and 
providing data to the public.
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Aleksandras Vanagas (Vanagas 1970: 21–27). According to the method of their forma-
tion, the toponyms of ethnonym origin discussed in this article are categorised into pri-
mary and secondary toponyms. Secondary toponyms can be further split into deriva-
tives, composites, and compounds.

The region of Southern Aukštaitija includes the entire southern part of Lithuania. 
The main dialect spoken in this area is called the Dzūkian which is part of the Southern 
Aukštaitian dialect. The Southern Aukštaitian dialectal area includes the districts of 
Lazdijai, Alytus, Varėna and Kaišiadorys (see Figure 1). In addition, part of the Trakai 
and Šalčininkai districts, where most of the population is bilingual or even trilingual, is 
also officially included in the Southern Aukštaitian area. Other multilingual or mono-
lingual (exclusively Lithuanian-speaking) villages can also be found in areas such as 
Kauknoris, Varviškė, Sventijanskas (Lazdijai district), and Valkininkai (Varėna dis-
trict). The Southern Aukštaitian region borders the Western Aukštaitian of Kaunas and 
Šiauliai as well as the Eastern Aukštaitian of Širvininkai and Vilnius (cf. Leskauskaitė 
2004).

Figure 1. The territory of Southern Aukštaitija5

Primary toponyms
Primary toponyms are common or proper nouns used as place names, i.e. they 

have no derivative features and are usually uncountable. Only proper noun toponyms 
of ethnonymic origin were found in the region of Southern Aukštaitija (5 in total). Out 
of these, two were of the pluralia tantum type: Dainavìškiai (the residents of Dainava 
village Vs: derived from Dainavìškis – a resident of Dainava from a place name Dainava) 
and Paliõkai (slope Lp: from paliõkas – a Pole). The other primary toponyms found 
in the region are used in their singular forms (singularia tantum): Maskáuka (two 

5 Institute of the Lithuanian Language. http://www.tarmes.lt/index_meniu.php?id=1 
(accessed on May 22, 2018).
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cases of this toponym were found – 1) swamp Srj, 2) meadow Srj: from maskáuka – a 
Russian ‘female orthodox believer, female Russian’); Prancū̃zas (grassland Lp: from 
prancū̃zas – a Frenchman).

The above examples show that the primary toponyms used in Southern 
Aukštaitija are composed of ethnonyms either denoting a nationality (4) or a place of 
residence (1). However, no further analysis was done with regards to the motivation 
for this usage of primary toponyms as the aim of the study was to provide a structural-
grammatical classification of toponyms. In addition, only a small number of primary 
toponyms of ethnonymic origin was studied, therefore the current data is not sufficient 
for a more extensive research. 

Secondary toponyms
Secondary toponyms (131) are composed of common or proper nouns, i.e. they 

display derivative features. Secondary toponyms of ethnonymic origin can be formed 
in several ways and they vary in their frequency of use. According to how they have 
formed, secondary toponyms can be divided into derivatives (18), composites (87), 
and compounds (26). 

Derivatives
The first group of secondary toponyms includes suffix derivatives. These can be 

further subdivided into three smaller categories, depending on which part of speech 
the base word originates from: 1) noun derivatives, or desubstantives, 2) adjective 
derivatives, or deadjectives, and 3) verb derivatives, or deverbatives. The ethnonymic-
origin toponyms analysed during this research were all noun suffix derivatives (desub-
stantives) and the formation of their meanings depends on which part of speech the 
base words belongs to. 

The secondary toponyms of ethnonymic origin are composed by adding the suf-
fix -išk- which reflects the process of how the name of the person whose features are 
being described was first formed. The Lithuanian suffix -išk- is relatively derivable and 
productive while any derivatives of this suffix are attributed to the formation category 
of names describing the bearer of a particular feature. 

Cigõn‑iškiai village Mrs: from cigõnas, -ė – a Gipsy. However, this toponym may 
have also been derived from a surname: *Cigõnas, from last name Cìganas; 

Cigõn‑iškė – a female resident of Cigõniškės meadow Lp: from cigõnas, -ė – a 
male/female Gipsy; 

Gud‑ìškė meadow Vs, forest Kpč: from gùdas – a Belarusian (sometimes a Pole 
or a Russian)’; 

Gùd‑iškės mountain6 Ššt: from gùdas – a Belarusian; 

6 The glaciers moving through Lithuania’s terrain thousands of years ago have scraped and 
left behind mounds, ridges and slopes. In Lithuania the word ‘mountain’ is used to describe hills, 
raised sites of former forts and small elevations.
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Kazõk‑iškės meadow Lp: most likely from kazõkas – a male Cossack (or, since 
early 18th century – a military official in Russia who is committed to serve in the army 
in exchange for being able to use land or one who serves as a rider). It is also possible 
that this toponym may have been derived from surname Kazõkas; 

Kazõk‑iškis grassland Lp: possibly from kazõkas – a male Cossack; 
Mozū̃r‑iškė – a female Masurian grassland Al: from mozū̇r̃as – a male Masurian. 

It is also possible the toponym may have been derived from surnames Mozū̇̃ras, 
Mozūrà – a male Masurian, a female Masurian; 

Rùs‑iškės meadow Lp: most likely from rùsas – a male Russian;
Rùs‑iškė forest Lp: most likely from rùsas – a male Russian; 
Tatõr‑iškė mountain Srj: from tatõris, -ė – a male/female Tatar. However, the 

toponym may have also been derived from surnames Totõrius, Totõris – a male Tatar; 
Totõr‑iškė 3 grassland Mrs: from totõrius, -ė – a male/female Tatar; 
Totõr‑iškės village Trak: from totõrius, -ė – a male female Tatar; 
Žydãv‑iškė grassland Lp, meadow Mrs: from žydavà ‘the Jewry; an area inhab-

ited by many Jews’; 
Žỹd‑iškis meadow Lp: from žỹdas – a male Jew.
The above examples of secondary toponyms show that they are derived from 

ethnonyms indicating the national or ethnic identity of non-Lithuanians living in 
Lithuania.

Composites
All composite toponyms derived from ethnonyms and found in Southern 

Aukštaitija are made of two nouns. Most of these toponyms include one linking vowel 
(-a-) or two linking vowels (-ia-), and very few have no linking vowels at all.

The first part of a composite toponym mostly indicates a non-Lithuanian nation-
ality/ethnic origin: Gipsies, Belarusians, Cossacks, Tatars, Jews, soldiers serving in the 
Imperial Russian army (Maskoliai), Prussians, Masurians, or Poles (Paliokai). Only 
one case was found where the first component referred to one of the dialects spoken in 
Lithuania (Žemaĩt‑kiemis).

The second component of these toponyms denotes either some physiographic 
feature (swamp, pasture, island, meadow, mountain, bog, field, forest, lake, yard, garden, 
plot of land), or a place (cemetery, road).

Some ethnonymic-origin toponyms of Southern Aukštaitija which have been 
formed by combining two components are of feminine gender (45): Cigõn‑a‑balė 
grassland Tz, grassland Vs: from cigõnas, -ė –a male/female Gipsy and balà – a swamp; 
Čigõn‑a‑balė grassland Lzd: from čigõnas – a male Gipsy and balà – a swamp; Čigon‑
salė highland Krok: from čigõnas – a male Gipsy and salà – an island; Gùd‑a‑balė 
swamp Lp, bog Vs, grassland Lzd, forest Kpč: from gùdas – a male Belarusian and balà 
– a swamp; Gùd‑a‑pievė grassland Al: from gùdas – a male Belarusian and pí̇eva – a 
meadow; Gùd‑a‑raistis grassland Ššt: from gùdas – a male Belarusian and raĩstas – a 
swamp; Gud‑iã‑salė meadow Srj: from gùdas, -ė – a male /female Belarusian and salà 
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–an island; Kazók‑a‑balė swamp Lzd: from Kazõkas – a Cossack and balà – a swamp; 
Maskõl‑balė swamp Ššt: from maskõlius – a soldier serving in the Imperial Russian Army 
and balà – a swamp; Totor‑ã‑balė swamp Srj: from totõris or totõrius – a male Tatar and 
balà – a swamp; Totõr‑ia‑balė swamp Lp, swamps Srj, swamp Vs, grassland Al: from 
totõrius – a male Tatar and balà – a swamp; Žyd‑a‑balė̃ 6 grassland Al, 2 grassland Mrs, 
Žỹd‑a‑balė bog Al, swamp Lp, swamp Ššt, swamp Tz, 3 grassland Al, grassland Krok, 2 
grassland Mrs, grassland Smn, grassland Lp, grassland Srj, grassland Šlvn: from žỹdas – 
a male Jew and balà – a swamp; Žỹd‑a‑lankė (Žỹd‑a lankis) grassland Vs, grassland Lp: 
from žỹdas – a male Jew and lankà – meadow; Žỹd‑pievė pasture Al, 2 grassland Krok: 
from žỹdas – a male Jew and píeva – grassland.

Other composite toponyms are of masculine gender (42): Čigon‑ã‑kalnis 
mountain Vs: from čigõnas, -ė – a male/female Gipsy and kálnas – a mountain; Gùd‑
a‑kalnis mountain Lp, mountain Ššt, forest: from gùdas – a male Belarussian and kálnas 
– a mountain; Gud‑ã‑kelis mountain Vs: from gùdas – a male Belarussian and kẽlias 
– a road. There may be possible connections with the nearby village of Gudẽliai; Gùd‑
a‑laukis pasture Vs: from gùdas – a male Belarussian and laũkas – a field; Gùd‑a‑miškis 
grassland Al: from gùdas – a male Belarussian and mì̇škas – a forest. Gùd‑ežeris lake 
Vs: might be of ethnonymic origin gùdas – a male Belarussian and ẽžeras – a lake. Gùd‑
o‑kalnis mountain Lzd: from gùdas – a male Belarussian and kálnas – a mountain; 
Kazók‑a‑kalnis mountain Lzd: from kazókas – a male Cossack and kálnas – mountain; 
Maskol‑ã‑balis swamp Tz: from maskõlius – a soldier serving in the Imperial Russian 
army and balà – a swamp; Maskõl‑ia‑kalnis mountain Al: from maskõlis, maskõlius – a 
soldier serving in the Imperial Russian Army and kálnas – mountain; Mozū̃r‑a‑raistis 
swamp Šlvn: from mozū̇̃ras – a male Masurian and raĩstas – a bog; Paliok‑a‑raĩstis bog 
Srj: from paliõkas – a Pole (however, it might also be derived from surname Paliõkas) 
and raĩstas – a bog; Prū́s‑a‑kalnis cemetery Lzd: from prū́sas, -ė – a male/female 
Prussian and kálnas – a mountain; Rùs‑a‑kalnis 2 mountain Srj: the first component 
might be related to rùsas – a male Russian (or rùsti – to turn brown ‘when greenness 
fades away; to become brown against sun, to tan; to tan slowly, to become brown’); the 
second component from kálnas – a mountain; Rùs‑a‑kapinis pinewood Vs: from rùsas 
– a male Russian and kãpinės – a cemetery; Totõr‑kalnis hill Ššt: from totõrius, -ė – a 
male/female Tatar and kálnas – a mountain; Žemaĩt‑kiemis village Lzd: the first com-
ponent might be derived from žemaĩtis – a male Žemaitian (or from surname Žemaĩtis); 
the second component from kiẽmas – a yard; Žỹd‑a‑daržis pasture Lp, grassland Lp: 
from žỹdas – a male Jew and dar̃žas – a vegetable patch; Žỹd‑a‑kalnis mountain Tz: 
from žỹdas, -ė – a male/female Jew and kálnas – a mountain; Žỹd‑a‑lankis grassland Vs: 
from žỹdas – a male Jew and lankà – a meadow; Žỹd‑a‑pečis grassland Šlvn: from žỹdas 
– a male Jew and pẽčius – a stove ‘a stove or oven used for heating the house, cooking, 
baking; a traditional bread oven’; Žỹd‑a‑pievis swamp Vs, grassland Al, grassland Vs, 
mountain Lzd: from žỹdas – a male Jew and píeva – a grassland; Žỹdž‑ia‑pievis swamp 
Al: from žỹdas – a male Jew and píeva – grassland; Žỹd‑a‑plecis pasture Lp: from žỹdas 
– a male Jew and plẽcius – a plot of land ‘a piece of land, a parcel’; Žỹd‑a‑raistis 3 swamp 
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Vs, grassland Al, grassland Lzd, 2 grassland Tz: from žỹdas, -ė – a male/female Jew and 
raĩstas – a swamp; Žyd‑raĩstis swamp Krok: from žỹdas, -ė – a male/female Jew and 
raĩstas – a swamp; Žydel‑ia‑raĩstis swamp Srj, grassland Srj: from žyd-ẽlis – a derivative 
of the suffix -el-, cf. žỹdas – a male Jew and raĩstas – a swamp; Žydaũ‑kelis road Mrs: 
possibly a shortened form of Žydaujakelis from žydaujà– the Jewry ‘an area inhabited 
by many Jews’ and kẽlias – a road; Žydãv‑kelis village Mrs: from Žydavà – the Jewry ‘an 
area inhabited by many Jews’ and kẽlias – a road.

Compounds
During the analysis of how compound toponyms (26) were formed, an attempt 

was made to discuss the syntactic relationship between the components. While pre-
senting the results of her compound oikonym research, Lithuanian linguist dr. Marija 
Razmukaitė notes that syntactically both the genitive-case names and the qualify-
ing names within this class of toponyms are the same in that the first component or 
element in these compounds defines or specifies the second component or element 
(Razmukaitė 2003: 63). Some of the more recent studies on syntax also highlight the 
syntactic and morphosyntactic links (cf. Holvoet 2009).

Compound toponyms of ethnonymic origin can have either singular or plural 
forms. Some of these toponyms are of masculine gender (16): Kazõko kálnas moun-
tain Vs: kazõkas – a male Cossack and kálnas – a mountain; Prū́sų kašaras part of the 
village Krok: from prū́sas – a Prussian and kašaras, from dwellings for workers at the 
local manor; Rùsų kálnas mountain Lzd: from rùsas – a male Russian and kálnas – a 
mountain; Totõrių šulinė̃lis swamp Lp: from totõrius – a male Tatar and šulinė̃lis (a 
small well) < šulinỹs, šùlinis – well; Vókiečių kapinýnas mountain Lp: from vókietis – a 
male German and kapinýnas – a graveyard; Žỹdo kálnas mountain Lzd, mountain Srj: 
from žỹdas – a male Jew and kálnas – a mountain; Žỹdų kaln‑ẽlis mountain Ššt: from 
žỹdas – a male Jew and kaln-ẽlis < kálnas – a mountain; Žỹdų kapinyn‑ė̃lis mountain 
Vs: from žỹdas, -ė̇̃ – a male/female Jew and kapinynė̃lis – a small graveyard (kapinýnas 
– graveyard); Žỹdų kvajýnas mountain Lzd: from žỹdas – a male Jew and kvajýnas – a 
grove of pine trees; Žydìškio laũkas pasture Srj: from žyd-ìškis (žỹdas – a male Jew), and 
laũkas – a field; Žỹdo Pẽčius gravel pit Lp: from žỹdas – a male Jew and pẽčius – a stove 
‘a stove or oven used for heating the house, cooking, baking; a traditional bread oven; 
an oven used to dry crops in the barn; an oven to fire pots’; Žỹdo raĩstas 2 grassland 
Lzd: from žỹdas – a male Jew and raĩstas – a swamp; Žỹdo šaltìnis 2 grassland Al: from 
žỹdas – a male Jew and šaltìnis – a natural spring.

Other compound toponyms of ethnonymic origin are feminine gender (10): 
Cigánska píeva grassland Vs: slavism cigánska – a female Gipsy related to Polish 
Cigański and píeva – a grassland; Cigõnų salaĩtė grassland Lp: from cigõnas – a male 
Gipsy and sal-aitė – a small island (salà – island); Maskõliaus rievà swamp Lp: from 
maskõlis, maskõlius – a soldier serving in the Imperial Army and rievà – the riverbed; 
Totõrių Koplyčià pasture Lp: from totõrius – a male Tatar and koplyčià – a chapel, i.e. 
the former location of a Tatar church; Žemaĩčio balà grassland Tz: from žemaĩtis – a 
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male Žemaitian (or from surname Žemaĩtis) and balà – a swamp; Žemaĩčio píeva grass-
land Tz: from žemaĩtis – a male Žemaitian and pí̇eva – grassland; Žỹdo grãbė ditch Lzd: 
from žỹdas – a male Jew and grãbė – a ditch; Žỹdo balà swamp Srj: from žỹdas – a male 
Jew and balà – a swamp; Žỹdo salà bog Lp: from žỹdas – a male Jew and salà – an island; 
Žỹdo Naujíena forest Kč: from žỹdas – a male Jew and naujíena – novelty or news.

The analysis of the above ethnonymic-origin place names demonstrates the 
imagination of the people who created them. It was also a way of emphasising what is/
was important to the residents of these locations. 

A conclusion can be drawn that when giving names to certain places, the inhabit-
ants of the surveyed locations took into account the people of other nationalities who 
were living or temporarily staying in the area at the time. It is also likely that some of 
Southern Aukštaitija’s toponyms may have been created as a result of certain unex-
pected events or accidents experienced by the non-native people in the area.

Conclusions
The analysis of ethnonymic-origin toponyms in the region of Southern Aukštaitija 

shows that secondary toponyms (131) are more common than primary toponyms (5). 
A closer look into secondary toponym formation confirms that the most pro-

ductive toponyms of ethnonymic origin are formed by the method of composition. 
The remainder of secondary toponyms were either compounds or suffixal derivatives. 
With regards to primary toponyms, only a small number of these originated from eth-
nonyms (5 cases recorded).

It is worth noting a wide variety of denotative toponyms of ethnonymic origin 
found during the study. The largest group of these are agronyms (71 cases), followed 
by helonyms (27), and oronyms (23). 

The research confirms that most toponyms used in Southern Aukštaitija were 
composed of ethnonyms referring to the nationality of non-Lithuanian/foreign 
people who lived in the country permanently or temporarily. Amongst these are the 
Gipsies, Belarusians, Cossacks, Tatars, Jews, soldiers serving in the Imperial Russian 
army (Maskoliai), Prussians, Masurians, and Poles. It can therefore be concluded that 
the main motive for the formation of ethnonymic toponyms in Southern Auštaitija is 
related to the people who are not Lithuanians, who do not speak the same dialect and 
who are not from the same region or ethnic group as the toponym user.

The ethnonymic toponym formation analysis performed during this research will 
instigate a similar study in other regions of Lithuania, which could potentially reveal 
the features of how this particular semantic class was formed across the entire country. 

The current analysis may therefore contribute to future comparison studies of 
this semantic group of toponyms with the toponyms of other regions. 
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Abbreviations of geographical locations
Al – Alytus (city, Alytus district) 
Kč – Kučiūnai (village, Lazdijai district) 
Kpč – Kapčiamiestis (town, Lazdijai district) 
Krok – Krokialaukis (town, Alytus district) 
Lp – Leipalingis (town, Druskininkai district) 
Lzd – Lazdijai (city, Lazdijai district)
Mrs – Miroslavas (village, Alytus district) 
Srj – Seirijai (town, Lazdijai district) 
Šlvn – Šlavantai (village, Lazdijai district) 
Ššt – Šeštokai (town, Lazdijai district) 
Trak – Trakai (city, Lazdijai district)
Tz – Teizai (village, Lazdijai district) 
Vs – Veisiejai (city, Lazdijai district)
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